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Abstract—We propose a new partial decoding algorithm for
m-interleaved Reed–Solomon (IRS) codes that can decode, with
high probability, a random error of relative weight 1−R mm+1 at
all code rates R, in time polynomial in the code length n. For
m > 2, this is an asymptotic improvement over the previous state-
of-the-art for all rates, and the first improvement for R > 1/3 in
the last 20 years. The method combines collaborative decoding
of IRS codes with power decoding up to the Johnson radius.
Index Terms—Interleaved Reed–Solomon Codes, Collaborative
Decoding, Power Decoding with Multiplicities
I . I N T R O D U C T I O N
An m-interleaved Reed–Solomon (IRS) code is a direct sum
of m Reed–Solomon (RS) codes of the same evaluation points.
The relevant metric is to consider burst errors, where an error
corrupts the same position in all m codewords. In this metric,
IRS codes can be decoded far beyond half the minimum distance
of the constituent RS codes with high probability, and the
decoding problem has achieved a lot of attention in the last
decades, e.g. [1]–[6]. All of these decoders are partial, in that
they will fail for a few error patterns of any weight beyond half
the minimum distance of the weakest constituent code.
Often homogeneous IRS codes are considered for simplicity,
i.e. where the constituent RS codes all have the same rate R.
For R > 1/3 and m > 2, the state of the art is still given by [1]
with a relative decoding radius of mm+1 (1−R), see Figure 1.
This decoding radius was echoed in [3] with a better complexity
by solving the classical key equations for the constituent RS
code simultaneously.
Power decoding [7] is a partial decoding algorithm for RS
codes that can decode beyond half the minimum distance for
R ≤ 1/3, achieving roughly the same decoding radius as the
Sudan list-decoder [8]. The idea is to generate several linearly
independent key equations from one received word by a non-
linear operation. In [9], it was proposed to use power decoding in
IRS codes to obtain several key equations from each constituent
received word, thereby increasing the decoding radius for R ≤
1/3. [4] refined this approach by mixing the received words of
the IRS code in the powering process.
Recently [10], an improved power decoding algorithm for RS
codes was proposed which is able to decode up to the Johnson
radius. The gain is obtained by introducing multiplicities, similar
to the Guruswami–Sudan algorithm, resulting in more linearly
independent key equations.
In this paper, we apply the improved power decoding of [10]
to IRS codes using the ideas of [4], [9]. We obtain a system
of key equations and show how to efficiently solve them. We
argue that the algorithm will decode with high probability up
to a relative distance 1 − R mm+1 , and we support this using
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Figure 1. Comparison of Relative Decoding Radii for m = 3.
simulations for a wide variety of parameters. For m > 2,1 this
is an asymptotical improvement for all rates R over the previous
best [4], [5] (cf. Figure 1 for the case m = 3).
The speed of our decoder depends on the sought performance:
decoding up to relative distance 1−R mm+1 − ε, the complexity
is O∼(n(1/ε)mω+1), where O∼means omission of logarithmic
factors and ω is the exponent for matrix multiplication. This
matches or improves upon all previous algorithms whenever
the decoding radius is comparable.
The decoding algorithm has been implemented in SageMath
v7.5 [11], and the source code can be downloaded from http:
//jsrn.dk/code-for-articles.
I I . P R E L I M I N A R I E S
Let q be a prime power and Fq a finite field of size q.
Definition 1: Let α1, . . . , αn ∈ Fq , k < n. The corresponding
Reed–Solomon (RS) code is the set
CRS(n, k) = {[f(α1), . . . , f(αn)] : f ∈ Fq[x],deg f < k} ,
where we call f a message polynomial and the αi’s evaluation
points. An m-Interleaved Reed–Solomon (IRS) code is the direct
sum of m RS codes CRS(n, ki) having the same evaluation
points, i.e.,
CIRS(n, k1, . . . , km) =

 c1...
cm
 : ci ∈ CRS(n, ki)
 ∈ Fm×nq .
1In [6], an interpolation-based algorithm is proposed for m = 2 that can
achieve the same decoding radius as ours. It is claimed that it generalizes to
m > 2. However, no root-finding algorithm is given for the general case. See
Section VII-A for more details.
A homogeneous IRS code is an IRS code whose m constituent
codes have the same dimension ki = k.
For simplifying of notation and analysis, we only consider
homogeneous IRS codes in this paper.
As a metric for errors, we consider the burst error metric: if
r = c+e ∈ Fm×nq is received with c ∈ CIRS(n, k;m), then the
error positions are the non-zero columns of e, i.e. E = ⋃mi=1{j :
ei,j 6= 0}, and the number of errors is |E|. Burst errors occur
naturally, for instance, if we transmit with a symmetric qm-ary
channel using the isomorphism Fm×nq ' (Fmq )n.
For a vector i = (i1, . . . , im) ∈ Zm≥0 we define its size as
|i| := ∑t it. We denote by  the product partial order on Zm≥0,
i.e. i  j whenever it ≤ jt for all t. The number of vectors
i ∈ Zm≥0 with |i| = µ is given by
(
m+µ−1
µ
)
. We will use the
following well-known relations.
Lemma 1: Let m, t ∈ Z>0. Then,
t∑
µ=0
(
m+µ−1
µ
)
=
(
m+t
m
)
, and
t−1∑
µ=0
µ
(
m+µ−1
µ
)
= r
(
m+t−1
m+1
)
.
We also introduce the following notational short-hands:
Definition 2: For a ∈ Fq[x]m, and i, j ∈ Zm≥0, we define
ai :=
m∏
t=1
aitt ,
(
j
i
)
:=
m∏
t=1
(
jt
it
)
.
We then have a vectorised binomial theorem:
Lemma 2: Let r ∈ Z>0, a, b ∈ Fq[x]m, and j ∈ Zm≥0. Then,
(a+ b)j =
∑
ij
(
j
i
)
aibj−i.
I I I . K E Y E Q U AT I O N S
In the following, we develop “powered key equations” for IRS
codes similar to [10]. As in [10], we use the formulation of
Power decoding introduced in [12].
Consider a decoding instance, i.e. that r = c+e ∈ Fm×nq has
been received with c ∈ CIRS(n, k;m) and E the corresponding
error positions. Let f = (f1, . . . , fm) ∈ Fq[x]m<k be the
message polynomials corresponding to c.
Definition 3: The error locator polynomial is defined by
Λ :=
∏
i∈E(x− αi).
Definition 4: For t = 1, . . . ,m, let Rt ∈ Fq[x] be the unique
interpolation polynomial of degree degRt < n such that
Rt(αi) = rt,i ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
We write R = (R1, . . . , Rm). Let G ∈ Fq[x] be given by
G :=
∏n
i=1(x− αi).
Note that Λ is not known at the receiver, but R and G are. We
can relate the polynomials as follows.
Lemma 3: Let G and R be as in Definition 4. Then G divides
each element of Λ(f −R).
Proof: For all i = 1, . . . ,m and j = 1, . . . , n, we obtain(
Λ(fi −Ri)
)
(αj) = Λ(αj) · (−ei,j) =
{
0 · (−ei,j), j ∈ E
Λ(αj) · 0, else.
Thus, (x− αj) | Λ(fi −Ri) and the claim follows.
In light of the above lemma, let
Ω := Λ(f −R)/G ∈ Fq[x]m.
Following nomenclature from RS decoding, the Ω is known as
error evaluators. Note that the entries of Ω each have degree
less than |E|.
We can now state the set of key equations that we will use
for decoding. It consists of
(
m+`
m
)− 1 many relations between
the unknown polynomials Λ, f , and Ω.
Theorem 4 (Key Equations): Choose any s, ` ∈ Z>0 with
s ≤ `. Let Λ, G, R, f , and Ω be as above. Then, for all
j ∈ Zm≥0 with 1 ≤ |j| ≤ `, we have
Λsf j =
∑
ij
[
Λs−|i|Ωi
] [(j
i
)
Rj−iG|i|
]
, |j| < s
Λsf j ≡
∑
ij
|i|<s
[
Λs−|i|Ωi
] [(j
i
)
Rj−iG|i|
]
mod Gs, |j| ≥ s.
Proof: Using Lemma 2, we can write
Λsf j = Λs
(
(f −R) +R)j = Λs∑
ij
(
j
i
)
(f −R)iRj−i.
For |i| < s, we rewrite
Λs(f −R)i = Λs−|i|[Λ(f −R)]i = Λs−|i|ΩiG|i|.
If |i| ≥ s, we decompose i = is + i′, where is, i′ ∈ Zm≥0 with
|is| = s. Using this notation, we obtain
Λs(f −R)i = [Λ(f −R)]is(f −R)i′ = GsΩis(f −R)i′ ,
so all summands i with |i| ≥ s are zero modulo Gs. Hence,
the equation and congruence above hold.
We use the following abbreviations in the remaining sections.
Ψj := Λ
sf j , Λi := Λ
s−|i|Ωi, and Ai,j :=
(
j
i
)
Rj−iG|i|.
I V. S O LV I N G T H E K E Y E Q U AT I O N S
The key equations of Theorem 4 are non-linear relations
between the unknowns Λ,f and Ω and therefore a priori
difficult to solve. The approach, as for classical key equation
decoding, is to relax the non-linear relations to—seemingly
much weaker—linear relations, and then hope that a minimal
solution to these is the sought. The linear problem that we will
relax into is a very general variant of Padé approximations:
Problem 5: [Simultaneous Hermite Padé approximation]
Given Si,j , Gj ∈ Fq[x] for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J for index sets
I, J as well as degree bounds Ni, Tj ∈ Z≥0, compute, if it
exists, λi, ψj ∈ Fq[x], not all zero and such that∑
i∈I
λiSi,j ≡ ψj mod Gj , ∀j ∈ J ,
as well as deg λi < Ni and degψj < Tj for all i ∈ I, j ∈ J .
Such λi, ψj is a solution to the Padé approximation. If
furthermore λ0 6= 0 and has minimal degree for a specific
0 ∈ I , we say that it is a minimal solution.
Proposition 6: Let τ ≥ deg(Λ) and Λi,Ψj and Ai,j be
defined as in Section III. Then Λi,Ψj is a solution to the
simultaneous Hermite Padé approximation given by:
I = {i ∈ Zm≥0, |i| < s} J = {j ∈ Zm≥0, |j| ≤ `}
Si,j = Ai,j Gj =
{
xτs+|j|(n−1)+1 |j| < s
Gs |j| ≥ s
Ni = τs− |i|+ 1 Tj = τs+ |j|(k − 1) + 1 ,
and leader index 0 (all-zero vector).
Proof: That Λi,Ψj satisfy the degree constraints follows
from τ ≥ deg(Λ) and deg f j ≤ |j|(k − 1). For |j| ≥ s the
Padé approximation congruence is that of Theorem 4, and for
|j| < s, the congruence is satisfied since it is an equality in
Theorem 4.
Remark 7: The modulus xτs+|j|(n−1)+1 in Proposition 6
arise as 1 + deg
(∑
|i|<s λiAi,j
)
for |j| < s.
In other words, solving the simultaneous Hermite Padé approx-
imation given by Proposition 6 will, up to a scalar multiple,
recover Λ,f and Ω if Ψj and Λi is the minimal solution. The
decoding algorithm is built around exactly this expectation.
Formally, the Power-IRS decoding algorithm is as follows:
1) Compute a minimal solution (λi)i, (ψj)j to the simultane-
ous Hermite Padé approximation given by Proposition 6,
minimising deg λ0.
2) Let ft := ψut/λ0 for each t = 1, . . . ,m, where the ut is
the vector with 0 everywhere but a 1 at index t. If these
are not all polynomials of degree less than k, declare fail.
3) If wt(r − c) ≤ τ , return c, where c is the codeword of
the message polynomials (f1, . . . , fm) and wt(x) is the
number of non-zero columns of x. Otherwise declare fail.
We discuss in later sections when we can expect this algorithm
to work. For now we turn to the complexity of the decoder.
Solving variants of Padé approximation problems has a long
and lustrous history in both coding theory and computer algebra.
In particular, [13] gives the currently fastest algorithm for our
case. The very general algorithm of [14] can also be used but
is slightly slower. See also these papers for a discussion of the
history of computing Padé approximations. We obtain:
Proposition 8: Given a homogeneous IRS code CIRS and
s, ` ∈ Z>0, the Power-IRS decoding algorithm can be per-
formed in O∼
(
ns
(
m+`
m
)ω−1(m+s−1
m
))
operations in Fq .
Proof: The
(
m+`
m
)(
m+s−1
m
)
values Ai,j can easily be
computed in the target cost once we know Ri mod Gs for all i
with |i| ≤ `. These are computed using dynamic programming
in time O∼(sn). Solving the Padé approximation is the only
other expensive step and has the target cost by using [13].
V. D E C O D I N G P E R F O R M A N C E
One cannot hope to improve upon single-RS decoding in the
worst case scenario: the sent codeword and error could be the
same in each constituent code, so the interleaving gives no
new information. Similarly, list decoding IRS codes cannot go
beyond list decoding RS codes.
As previous IRS decoders, Power-IRS sidesteps this issue
by being a partial decoder whose capability is characterised
by two concepts: 1) the number of errors we expect to decode,
which we will call the “decoding radius”; and 2) the probability
of success for a given number of errors, assuming uniformly
random error patterns of a given weight.
Solving the simultaneous Hermite Padé approximation of
Proposition 6 will lead to finding Λ,f and Ω if there are not
other solutions to the approximation. In Section V-A we define
the decoding radius as just below the number of errors when
“generic” solutions are sure to appear, effectively ruling out
that we find the special solution. In Section V-B we prove that
success or failure is dictated only by the error, and not the sent
codeword. We then turn to the success probability: we have no
formal bounds, but we discuss what we believe are the main
contributing factors and present a conjecture. The conjecture is
backed by simulations in Section VI.
A. Decoding Radius
Lemma 9: Consider a simultaneous Hermite Padé approxima-
tion (Problem 5). The approximation is guaranteed to have at
least two Fq-linearly independent non-zero solutions whenever∑
i∈I Ni > 1 +
∑
j∈J(degGj − Tj)
Proof: The degree restrictions on the remainders ψj can
be considered as Fq-linear restrictions in the coefficients of
the λi: that degψj < Tj implies that the coefficients to
xTj , . . . , xdegGj−1 are zero in the corresponding Fq[x]-linear
expression in the λi. This gives
∑
i∈I Ni indeterminates and
at least
∑
j∈J(degGj − Tj) restrictions over Fq .
Theorem 10: The simultaneous Hermite Padé approximation
of Proposition 6 is guaranteed to have a solution which is Fq-
linearly independent from Λi,Ψj whenever τ > τnew, where
τnew :=
n
[
1− s(
m+s−1
m )−m(
m+s−1
m+1 )
s(m+`m )
]
− m
m+1
`
s
(k − 1)− 1
s
[
1− 1
(m+`m )
]
Proof: See Appendix A.
Following the discussion above, we call τnew the decoding
radius of the Power-IRS decoder. In the following asymptotic
analyses, OR,m means that R and m are considered constants
(i.e. hidden).
Theorem 11: Let (`i, si) = (i, bγic+ 1) for i ∈ Z>0, where
γ = m+1
√
k−1
n . Then,
τnew(`i, si) = n
(
1− (k−1n ) mm+1 −OR,m( 1i ) ).
Proof: See Appendix A.
Corollary 12: For a fixed code and any constant ε > 0, we
can choose s, ` ∈ OR,m(1/ε) such that τnew ≥ n(1−R mm+1−ε)
where R = kn .
In this case, the algorithm has complexity O∼
(
n(1/ε)mω+1
)
.
B. Expecting Successful Decoding
Now we turn to the probability that Power-IRS will suc-
ceed. We start with the observation that decoding success is
independent of the sent codeword.
Theorem 13: The success of decoding r = c + e depends
only on the error e.
Proof: The proof closely resembles the one of [10, Propo-
sition 6]. It suffices to show that if decoding r fails, then
decoding r + cˆ for any cˆ ∈ CIRS also fails. Let cˆ correspond
to the message polynomial fˆ . If decoding r fails, there is a
solution λi, ψj to the Padé approximation of Proposition 6
for received word r with λ0 6= Λs and deg λ0 ≤ deg Λs. We
claim that ψˆj :=
∑
ij
(
j
i
)
fˆ iψj−i and λˆi := λi is a solution
to the approximation problem for received word r + cˆ, so that
decoding r + cˆ also fails. Let Rˆ := R+ fˆ . Then the required
congruences are satisfied since∑
ij
|i|<s
λˆi
(
j
i
)
Rˆ
j−i
G|i| =
∑
ij
|i|<s
∑
hj−i
λi
(
j
i
)(
j−i
h
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= (jh)(
j−h
i )
Rj−i−hfˆ
h
G|i|
=
∑
hj
(
j
h
)
fˆ
h ∑
ij−h
|i|<s
λi
(
j−h
i
)
Rj−h−iG|i|
≡
∑
hj
(
j
h
)
fˆ
h
ψj−h = ψˆj mod Gj
Also, deg ψˆj ≤ minh{degψj−h + |h|(k− 1)} ≤ τs+ |j|(k−
1) = Tj .
Turning to the probability of success. There are two mecha-
nisms we should expect cause Power-IRS to fail on reception
of r = e+ c: 1) the simultaneous Hermite Padé approximation
has a “spurious”, non-coding theoretic related solution; and
2) there is a codeword c′ 6= c with wt(r − c′) ≤ wt(r − c).
The former probability can be characterised for “random” Padé
approximations (i.e. random Si,j polynomials), and the latter
can easily be estimated using classical coding theory. Both are
exponentially decaying in the value (τnew − ε), where ε is the
number of errors. We expected that these were essentially the
only contributing factors to decoding failure; our simulations
indicate that the observed failure rate are often, but not always,
very close to the union bound of the above two probabilities.
This important question needs more investigation. For now,
based on the observed failure rates, and the formal bounds on
success probability for Power decoding RS codes, we conjecture
that the probability that Power-IRS succeeds on an error e with
ε non-zero columns can be lower bounded by 1− q−b(τnew−ε)
for some constant b > 1 that depends on the code and decoder
parameters n, k, m, `, and s.
V I . S I M U L AT I O N S
We implemented the decoding algorithm in SageMath v7.5 [11]
and observed the decoding behaviour on random errors for a
range of parameters. The source code can be downloaded from
http://jsrn.dk/code-for-articles.
Some of the results are outlined in Table I. For instance, the
CIRS(257, 86; 2) code over F257 can be decoded by previous
algorithms up to 114 errors. Our algorithm is able to decode
up to 124 errors by choosing (`, s) = (4, 3) and we observed
failure in ≈ 1.1 · 10−5 fraction of the trials.
Over F17, we can decode up to 13 errors with an observed
failure rate of ≈ 1.9 · 10−3 using our decoder for the code
CIRS(17, 3; 5) with parameters (5, 3) (instead of 11 using [4]).
Note that this is very close to n− k = 14.
We also compared our decoder to the example in [4, Table 1]:
An CIRS(16, 2; 3) code over F17. The decoder in [4] can decode
up to 12 errors with observed failure rate 6.2·10−3. By choosing
the parameters of our decoder (3, 2), we observe a lower failure
rate 9.1 · 10−5 for the same number of errors. By further
increasing the parameters, we decode one more error with
≈ 90% probability.
In general, the observed failure rate Pˆfail rapidly decreases
with the number of errors, backing up the conjecture of the
previous section. Also, whenever the number of errors was
above the radius, decoding always failed.
V I I . C O M PA R I S O N T O R E L AT E D W O R K
We now compare the asymptotic decoding performance of
Power-IRS to other IRS decoders and Folded RS codes.
A. Other Decoding Algorithms for Interleaved RS Codes
Using the strict generalized Bernoulli inequality, we obtain
m
m+1 (1−R) < 1−R
m
m+1
for all rates R ∈ (0, 1) and interleaving degrees m ≥ 1. Hence,
our algorithm improves upon the algorithms in [1], [3] at all
rates. For R > 13 and m > 2, this is the first improvement
since 1997 [1]. For R < 13 , the previous best are the CS [5]
Table I
S I M U L AT I O N R E S U LT S . C O D E PA R A M E T E R S q, n, k,m , D E C O D E R
PA R A M E T E R S (`, s), N U M B E R O F S A M P L E S N . O B S E RV E D
FA I L U R E R AT E Pˆfail . F O R C O M PA R I S O N : D E C O D I N G R A D I I τWZB
O F [ 4 ] A N D τKL O F [ 1 ] F O R T H E C H O S E N PA R A M E T E R S .
q n k m (`, s) τnew Pˆfail τWZB τKL N
257 257 86 2 (3, 2) 120 0 114 114 106
(4, 3) 124 1.1 · 10−5 114 114 106
43 43 18 2 (4, 3) 18 5.4 · 10−4 16 16 106
17 17 3 2 (3, 2) 11 1.9 · 10−3 10 9 106
4 (4, 3) 13 2.8 · 10−2 10 9 104
5 (5, 3) 13 1.9 · 10−3 10 9 104
17 16 2 3 (3, 2) 12 9.1 · 10−5 12 10 106
(6, 3) 13 1.0 · 10−1 12 10 104
16 16 3 3 (2, 1) 10 0 10 9 106
(3, 2) 11 2.1 · 10−5 10 9 106
and WZB [4] algorithms (the WZB algorithm strictly improves
upon the KL [1] and SSB [9] algorithm). The relative decoding
radius of the CS algorithm is τCSn → 1−R
m
m+1 −R (n→∞)
[5, Theorem 1], which is strictly smaller than our 1−R mm+1 .
The WZB algorithm is a special case of Power-IRS where s = 1.
As demonstrated in Figure 1 on the first page for m = 3, the
additional degree of freedom of s greatly increases the decoding
capability. Note also that for m = 1, Power-IRS reduces to the
algorithm in [10] and decodes to the Johnson radius as in [15].
In his PhD thesis [6, Chapter 2], Parvaresh described a
decoding algorithm for interleaved RS codes based on multi-
variate interpolation, which can be seen as a generalization of
the Guruswami–Sudan algorithm. The existence of a suitable
(m + 1)-variate interpolation polynomial is guaranteed if the
relative number of errors is smaller than 1−R mm+1 . However,
the root-finding step is only described for the case m = 2 (cf. [6,
Section 2.5]). To the best of our knowledge, no subsequent work
on this topic was published by the author, so the case m > 2
remains an open problem.
Cohn and Heninger [16] proposed an algorithm for noisy
multi-polynomial reconstruction, which is closely related to
decoding IRS codes. More precisely, [16, Theorem 3] implies
that decoding is successful if the fraction of errors is less than
1 − R mm+1 , given that certain polynomials, which depend on
the algorithm’s input, are algebraically independent. The paper
does not state under which conditions this so-called algebraic
independence hypothesis holds. In future work, the performance
of this decoder must be evaluated more thoroughly. In any case,
our algorithm seems to result in a much smaller complexity
due to the non-existence of the heavy root-finding step, which
requires resultant or Gröbner-basis computations in [16].
B. Folded RS Codes
m-folded Reed–Solomon codes are very similar to IRS codes
and are interesting since they allow list-decoding beyond the
Johnson radius [17, Theorem 4.4]: for any ε > 0, there is a
family of m-folded RS codes of rate R for which a fraction of
1−R− ε errors can be list-decoded, where m ∈ O(1/ε2).
In comparison, our results indicate that for any ε > 0, any
m-interleaved RS code of rate R with m = log(1/(R+ε))log(1+ε/R) ≤
log(1/R)
ε/R ∈ O(1/ε) can correct a fraction of
1−R mm+1 = 1−R log(R+ε)log(R) = 1−R− ε
errors. Hence the decoding radius of Power-IRS convergences
much faster to capacity 1−R with respect to the interleaving
degree (equivalently the field size qm). It should be kept in mind
that the algorithm in [17] is a list decoder, so it guarantees to
return a list of codewords containing the sent codeword, which
is a much stronger guarantee than Power-IRS.
Another related capacity-achieving construction is univariate
multiplicity codes [18] (also called Derivative codes) which has
the same convergence rate m ≈ O(1/ε2) as Folded RS codes.
V I I I . C O N C L U S I O N
We have introduced a new partial decoding algorithm for
m-Interleaved Reed–Solomon codes that can decode, with
seemingly high probability, up to n(1 − R mm+1 − ε) errors
with complexity quasi-linear in n and polynomial in 1/ε. Our
decoding radius is motivated by essentially assuming that the
underlying linear system is random, but simulations on a variety
of parameters strongly back up this value. Formally bounding
the success probability remains an open problem.
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A P P E N D I X
A. Technical Proofs
Proof of Theorem 10: By Lemma 9, we are ensured a
solution different from Λi,Ψj if
∑
|i|<sNi >
∑
j≤`(degGj−
Tj) + 1, where Ni, Tj , Gj are as in Proposition 6. We get∑
|i|<s
Ni =
∑
|i|<s
(τs− |i|+ 1) = (τs+ 1)(m+s−1
m
)−m(m+s−1
m+1
)
,
∑
|j|≤`
(degGj − Tj) =∑
|j|<s
(|j|(n− k))+ ∑
s≤|j|≤`
(s(n− τ)− |j|(k − 1)− 1) =
(n− k)m(m+s−1
m+1
)
+ (s(n− τ)− 1) ((m+`
m
)− (m+s−1
m
))
− (k − 1)
(
m
(
m+`
m+1
)−m(m+s−1
m+1
))
.
The inequality becomes:
sτ
(
m+`
m
)
> n
[
m
(
m+s−1
m+1
)
+ s
((
m+`
m
)− (m+s−1
m
))]
− (k − 1)m(m+`−1
m+1
)− (m+`
m
)
+ 1.
Lemma 14: Let m ∈ Z>0 and γ ∈ (0, 1) be fixed. Then for
i ∈ Z>0 going to infinity, we have
(m+bγicm )
(m+im )
= γm +Oγ,m
(
1
i
)
.
Proof: Using Stirling’s formula (∗) and
1 ≤
√
(m+γi)i
(m+i)γi
=
√
1 + (1−γ)m
γi
≤ 1 + (1−γ)m
γi
, (1)∣∣∣ex − (1 + xi )i∣∣∣ = O ( 1i ) ∀x ∈ R, (2)(
m+γi
m+i
)m
= γm +
m∑
j=1
(
m
j
)
γm−j
(
(1−γ)m
m+i
)j
= γm +Oγ,m
(
1
i
)
,
(3)
we obtain
(m+bγicm )
(m+im )
= (m+bγic)!i!bγic!(m+i)!
(∗)
=
(1)
=1+O( 1i )︷ ︸︸ ︷√
(m+γi)i
(m+i)γi · (m+γi)
m+γiii
(γi)γi(m+i)m+i
· e(m+γi)+i−γi−(m+i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
+O
(
1
i
)
=
(
m+γi
m+i
)m
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
(3)
γm+O( 1i )
· (m+γi)γi(γi)γi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
(2)
em+O( 1i )
· (i)i(m+i)i︸ ︷︷ ︸
=
(2)
e−m+O( 1i )
+O
(
1
i
)
= γm +O
(
1
i
)
,
which proves the claim.
Proof of Theorem 11: We choose (`i, si) as in the theorem
statement. Using Lemma 14, we obtain
τnew
n = 1−
[
1 +
(
1− 1si
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−O( 1i )
m
m+1
]
(m+si−1m )
(m+`im )︸ ︷︷ ︸
(m+bγicm )
(m+im )
= γm+O( 1i )
− mm+1 `isi︸︷︷︸
= γ−1
+O( 1i )
k−1
n − 1si︸︷︷︸
=O
(
1
i
)
[
1− 1
(m+`m )
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1−O( 1i )
= 1 + mm+1
(
γm − γ−1 k−1n
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
− γm −O ( 1i )
= 1− (k−1n ) mm+1 −O ( 1i ) ,
which proves the claim.
